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Financial incentives- benefit elasticity 

 This paper estimates benefit elasticity for workers’ compensation 
in the U.S. We do not have a direct test of experience rating, but 
our results and implications are closely relevant.  

 

 The simplest theory suggests that the benefit elasticity for cash 
benefits should be 1.0: if statutory benefits increase by 10%, one 
would expect actual benefit payments to increase by 10%. 

 

 However, more sophisticated economic theories suggest that 
changes in statutory benefits affect workers’ and employers’ 
behaviors and thus also affect the benefit, frequency, and duration 
elasticities. 



Employees’ responses 

 True injury effect: workers may be less concerned about job 
safety and more willing to accept risk, which results in an 
increase in injury frequency and injury severity.  

 

 Reporting effect: the increase in statutory benefits may induce 
workers to submit claims for losses they otherwise would not 
have bothered to report.   

 

 Duration effect: An increase in statutory benefits may also 
cause workers to extend the periods for which they claim 
benefits.  



Employers’ Responses 
 Safety effect: the employer may be encouraged to keep the workplace safer when 

benefits for injured workers are increased in order to reduce the costs of the 
program.  

 

 Monitoring effect: An increase in statutory benefits may also encourage 
employers and carriers to deny claims.  

 

 Return-to-work effect: employers and insurance carriers may strengthen their 
claim management practices by reducing the duration of benefit payments.  

 

 In the US, experience rating is used in all states.  Most workers are employed by 
firms that are experience rated (although most firms are too small to be experience 
rated).  Experience rating presumably strengthens the three employers' responses. 

 



Literature review 

 Previous studies mostly focus on employees’ responses and 

found an benefit elasticity greater than 1.0 (Krueger 1990; 

Butler and Worrall 1991; Ruser 1991; Butler 1994).  

 

 When statutory benefits are increased 10%, the payments of 

incurred benefits is higher than 10%, due to more claims or 

longer duration.   



Issues with previous studies 
 Generally used data up to the early 1980s, and thus did not 

capture several important developments in workers’ 

compensation programs in the late 1980s and the 1990s.  

 

 Most previous studies used temporary total disability (TTD) 

benefits to represent the generosity of workers’ compensation, 

and thus did capture the cost of  more expensive types of benefits 

such as permanent partial disability (PPD) and permanent total 

disability (PTD).  



Dependent variables 

 BLS injury rate is the frequency of occupational injury 

and illness cases per 100 workers that result in days away 

from work. 

  

 Incurred benefits are incurred workers’ 

compensation cash benefits per 100,000 workers. 

Incurred benefits are the insurance carrier’s estimate of 

the benefits that will ultimately be paid for injuries that 

occurred in a particular policy period. 



Key independent variables  

 Expected benefits reflects the amount of expected cash benefits per claim 
prescribed by the state workers’ compensation statute. We used a complicated 
actuarial procedure to calculate the expected payments for four types of benefits: 
TTD, PPD, PTD, and fatal benefit (Krueger and Burton 1990; Thomason, Schmidle, 
and Burton 2001; Guo and Burton 2010).  

 

  Compensability rules were developed by Burton and Thomason (2001) and 
updated by Guo and Burton (2010) to capture changes in state compensability rules 
for workers' compensation benefits. 

 

 Benefit allowance stringency (BAS) is the share of injuries reported to BLS in a 
state that did not receive workers' compensation benefits. 

 

 PPD share is the number of permanent partial disability cases as a proportion of 
cases paying any type of cash benefit 



 











Conclusions 
 The frequency elasticity was not significantly greater than 0 in 

Period I (1975–1989) or in Period II (1990–1999). One 

interpretation of these results is that the true injury effect is 

offset by the safety effect.  

 

 The benefit elasticity was significantly less than 1.0 in both our 

study periods. One interpretation of these results is that the 

monitoring and return-to-work effects from employers are 

stronger than the reporting and duration effects for workers.  



Implications 
 The true injury effect of higher benefits had not been considered 

in many studies of experience rating, which focus just on 
employer behavior, and that our results suggest (but do not prove) 
that if it were not for experience rating in the US, higher benefits 
would have resulted in more injuries because of the true injury 
effect.  One can argue that this is a desirable effect of experience 
rating. 

 Experience rating may have increased the employer responses to 
higher benefits.   But we cannot tell from our results if this 
enhanced employer response is desirable or not, because we 
cannot distinguish between the monitoring effect (which 
presumably is undesirable if legitimate claims are being denied) 
and the return-to-work effect (which presumably is desirable).  

 

 



Limitations 

 The difference between incurred benefits and the expected 

benefits 

 Omitted variables such as litigation 

 Measurement errors and instrument variables  

 

 

 



Future studies 

 Employers’ responses to experience rating 

 Benefit elasticity for PPD claims 

 Impacts of statutory benefits changes in 2000s 

 Financial incentives in other countries  
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